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Reply to @aaron_est_laced 

The Way @SirCange · 2h
@aaron_est_laced pause thats yours?

   
Aaron. @aaron_est_laced · 2h
Nah. Will be tho. @SirCange

   
#SoCalBYKE @FlexAlexslander · 2h
real talk @aaron_est_laced

  1  
OrangeSodaOverHoes @Baeron_ · 2h
@aaron_est_laced Sounds right

  1  
The Way @SirCange · 2h
@aaron_est_laced #motivation and i racked up around 3 bv. is that decent?

   
The Way @SirCange · 2h
@aaron_est_laced 321 bv

   
Aaron. @aaron_est_laced · 2h
@SirCange personal or group?

   
The Way @SirCange · 2h
@aaron_est_laced personal. i dont have a team yet. I am working on that. 
people down here are 50/50 about Amway

   
Aaron. @aaron_est_laced · 2h
Yeah man. And I feel you. Lot of people have a misunderstanding of what it's 
really about. @SirCange
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The Way @SirCange · 2h
@aaron_est_laced Let the money talk for itself in the future. But i know there are 
some people out there that will make it with me

   
Aaron. @aaron_est_laced · 2h
They sure will man. You just got to keep looking. @SirCange

   
The Way @SirCange · 2h
@aaron_est_laced I will man. Thanks for the motivation. #100

  1  
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